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regions: in silico peptide binding prediction identifies distinct
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Abstract There is strong evidence that the immunity induced
by live vaccination for control of the protozoan parasite
Theileria parva is mediated by class I MHC-restricted CD8+

T cells directed against the schizont stage of the parasite that
infects bovine lymphocytes. The functional competency of
class I MHC genes is dependent on the presence of codons
specifying certain critical amino acid residues that line the pep-
tide binding groove. Compared with European Bos taurus in
which class I MHC allelic polymorphisms have been examined
extensively, published data on class I MHC transcripts in
African taurines in T. parva endemic areas is very limited. We

utilized the multiplexing capabilities of 454 pyrosequencing to
make an initial assessment of class I MHC allelic diversity in a
population of Ankole cattle. We also typed a population of
exotic Holstein cattle from an African ranch for class I MHC
and investigated the extent, if any, that their peptide-binding
motifs overlapped with those of Ankole cattle. We report the
identification of 18 novel allelic sequences in Ankole cattle and
provide evidence of positive selection for sequence diversity,
including in residues that predominantly interact with peptides.
In silico functional analysis resulted in peptide binding speci-
ficities that were largely distinct between the two breeds. We
also demonstrate that CD8+ T cells derived from Ankole cattle
that are seropositive for T. parva do not recognize vaccine
candidate antigens originally identified in Holstein and Boran
(Bos indicus) cattle breeds.
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Introduction

The protozoan parasite Theileria parva is responsible for East
Coast fever (ECF), an acute lymphoproliferative disease of
cattle in eastern, central and southern Africa (Norval et al.
1992). Transmitted by the tick Rhipicephalus appendiculatus,
T. parva sporozoites are infective to mammalian hosts and
these differentiate rapidly into intracellular schizonts that im-
mortalize bovine lymphocytes. The infection and treatment
(ITM) procedure has been used as an approach to live vacci-
nation for control of T. parva for over 40 years (Radley et al.
1975). Despite a high efficacy against field challenge, there
are a number of constraints to widespread deployment of ITM.
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The major ones are the technical and ethical issues relating to
production and subsequent delivery of live sporozoites using a
cold chain combined with the perception that T. parva para-
sites that are foreign to an area may be introduced (reviewed
by Di Giulio et al. 2009).

Although monoclonal antibodies against a polymorphic T.
parva sporozoite surface molecule (Nene et al. 1999; Obara et
al. 2015) have been shown to neutralize infectivity in vitro
(Musoke et al. 1982), at present there is no direct evidence
that ITM induces significant levels of antibody against the
sporozoite stage. In contrast, available data indicate that one
important mechanism of protection afforded by ITM is attrib-
utable to CD8+ Tcells specific for the intra-lymphocytic schiz-
ont stage of T. parva. Earlier time-course studies showed an
association between the kinetics of class I MHC restricted
CD8+ Tcell cytotoxicity and remission of infection in immune
animals (Emery et al. 1981; Eugui and Emery 1981). The
most compelling evidence for the role of CD8+ T cells as
major mediators of immunity to T. parva came from a study
in which transfer of CD8+ T cell-enriched lymphocyte popu-
lations from an immune animal to its naive chimeric twin
conferred protection (McKeever et al. 1994). These observa-
tions led to the screening of T. parva schizont cDNA libraries
with CD8+ T cells from Holstein and Boran cattle immunized
by ITM, with the aim of defining the antigenic specificity of
the protective response (Graham et al. 2006). It was evident
from the findings of the antigen screens that animals of differ-
ent class I MHC genotypes recognized distinct antigens
(Graham et al. 2008). A more recent study utilizing a position-
al scanning combinatorial peptide library (PSCPL) driven
analysis corroborated the findings from the antigen screening
experiments (Hansen et al. 2014). Taken together with the
evidence that different cattle breeds often carry distinct class
I MHC alleles (Robinson et al. 2013), the fact that recognition
of T. parva CD8+ Tcell target antigens is class I MHC restrict-
ed raises the issue of the likely impact of MHC diversity on
the coverage of epitope-based vaccines.

The number of ‘breeds’ so far documented from the ECF
endemic region, based on the information contained within
the FAO breed database (http://dad.fao.org/), is 211 in the 11
countries where the disease currently occurs. However, such
breeds cannot be directly equated to defined European breeds,
such as the Holstein, since although ancestral African cattle
populations typically have taurine mitochondrial haplotypes,
introgression of alleles into the nuclear genome from Bos
indicus has occurred at high frequency (MacHugh et al.
1997; Anderung et al. 2007). Although potentially serious
challenges are presented by the complexity and diversity of
expressed bovine MHC loci in African cattle, there are cur-
rently significant ongoing efforts to design vaccines based on
CD8+ T cells targeting T. parva-infected lymphocytes using
reverse vaccinology approaches (Nene et al. 2012; Hansen et
al. 2014; Svitek et al. 2014; Graham et al. 2007). These are

based on training neural network software (Hoof et al. 2009)
using the CD8+ T cell target antigens and epitopes described
above (Graham et al. 2006, 2008), with the predictions vali-
dated using tetramers designed to be recognized by CD8+ T
cells designed from T. parva antigen-peptide complexes
(Svitek et al. 2014).

Available data on cattle class I MHC diversity demon-
strates that majority of the variability among allelic se-
quences reside in amino acid positions that determine spec-
ificity for peptide binding (Robinson et al. 2013). A listing
of cattle MHC alleles and a description of the nomenclature
convention is provided in the Immuno-Polymorphism data-
base (IPD; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/mhc/bola/). By
comparison to humans that have a fixed complement of
three classical class I loci (HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C),
mapping and phylogenetic data (Holmes et al. 2003; Ellis
2004; Di Palma et al. 2002; Birch et al. 2006) support the
grouping of cattle class I MHC sequences into six classical
loci (genes 1–6). Antigen binding and presentation capacity
have been demonstrated for products of all the six loci
(Codner et al. 2012). A further level of complexity in cattle
class I MHC results from variations in gene content be-
tween haplotypes (Ellis et al. 1999; Ellis 2004). Despite
recent advances in assay throughput capabilities (Harndahl
et al. 2009), the required scale imposes practical limitations
that make such experimental determination of the ligand
selectivity of all possible haplotypes impractical. However,
the artificial neural network-based MHC binding predictor,
NetMHCpan (Hoof et al. 2009; Nielsen et al. 2007), repre-
sents a significant advance in the possibility to provide
accurate predictions of peptide-class I MHC interactions,
even across different species. Although trained predomi-
nantly on peptide binding data covering human and nonhu-
man primates, the versatility of NetMHCpan has been dem-
onstrated in the analysis of the binding specificities of por-
cine (Pedersen et al. 2011) and bovine (Svitek et al. 2014)
class I MHC molecules. Most recently, PSCPL analysis of
peptide binding for bovine class I MHC molecules known
to restrict T. parva candidate vaccine antigens provided
data that proved useful for refining the predictive perfor-
mance of NetMHCpan (Hansen et al. 2014). Furthermore,
procedures exist for validation of the natural presentation
and immunogenicity of the predicted epitopes based on
selection of cytokine-secreting or tetramer-positive T cell
populations (Nene et al. 2012; Svitek et al. 2014; Hansen
et al. 2014). Similar approaches have recently been applied
for prediction of bovine class I MHC-restricted epitopes in
foot and mouth disease (Pandya et al. 2015).

A key information gap constraining application of the ex-
pedited epitope identification procedures in strategies for T.
parva control is the paucity of class I MHC data for cattle
populations in the endemic regions of Eastern Africa. A major
challenge to typing cattle for class I MHC is presented by a
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complex genomic organization that necessitates simultaneous
genotyping of co-amplifying loci (reviewed by Ellis 2004). In
the current study, we utilized the depth and throughput of
pyrosequencing, coupled with the multiplexing capabilities
of the 454 GS FLX platform to resolve variations at the struc-
turally important peptide-binding regions of class I MHC tran-
scripts in a population of Ankole cattle, an African taurine
with demonstrated tolerance to infections with T. parva
(Paling et al. 1991). For comparison, we also characterized a
European Holstein population, introduced to East Africa, for
the sequence of the class I MHC alleles present. To gain per-
spective into differential ligand selectivity of the alleles de-
scribed in the present study, we derived functionally relevant
allele groupings based on sequence features defining peptide
binding grooves using MHCcluster (Thomsen et al. 2013).
Application of this software provides evidence for major spec-
ificity groups, known as ‘supertypes’ in cattle (Pandya et al.
2015), as previously described for humans by Sette and
Sidney (1999), suggesting that the constraint of class I MHC
diversity for recombinant vaccine development for ECF con-
trol may not be insurmountable. In the study described herein,
the use of the MHCcluster software provided evidence for
minimal functional overlap between Ankole and Holstein
peptide binding specificity, suggesting a requirement for ad-
ditional epitopes in ECF subunit vaccines designed to induce
CD8+ T cell-based protection.

Materials and methods

Taurine samples, RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis

Peripheral blood lymphocytes from 17 African taurines
(Ankole) were used for preparation of pyrosequencing librar-
ies, 14 of which were from Ol Pejeta—a ranch that integrates
game conservancy with cattle production in central Kenya
(www.olpejetaconservancy.org/). The other three animals,
originally from a farm in Uganda, were part of a herd used
for genetic studies at ILRI. For comparison, 17 Holstein cattle,
which were part of a vaccine trial that combined tick salivary
gland and a T. parva sporozoite antigen at ILRI (R. Bishop
unpublished), were also typed by plasmid sub-cloning of class
I MHC amplicons and chain termination sequencing. Ficoll-
based density centrifugation was used for separation of pe-
ripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from cattle blood
drawn into heparinized vacutainers. Cellular RNA was ex-
tracted from PBMCs using Trizol (Invitrogen), quantified by
measuring Abs260 with a nanodrop UV spectrophotometer
(Inqaba biotech, SA) and resolved by 1.2 % agarose gel elec-
trophoresis to determine integrity. Total RNA was used as
template for first-strand cDNA synthesis using a Superscript
III Reverse Transcriptase kit (Invitrogen).

Ankole class I MHC amplicon library construction
and pyrosequencing

We generated PCR amplicons spanning 410 bp between con-
served sequences in exons 2 and 3 of class I MHC sequences
from Ankole cattle using the Phusion High-Fidelity PCR kit
(Thermo scientific). For each sample, we introduced a unique
ten-nucleotide multiplex identifiers (MID) index to both the
sense strand primer: Bov 7 (5′-GGCTACGTGGACGACACG-
3 ′) and the anti-sense strand primer: Bov 11 (5 ′-
CCCTCCAGGTAGTTCCT-3′). Thermal conditions and PCR
mix composition were as previously described (Birch et al.
2006). Following MinElute PCR purification (Qiagen), the
amplicons were quantified using a Nanodrop UV spectropho-
tometer (Inqaba biotech) and normalized to equimolar concen-
trations. Adaptor ligation, library amplification by emulsion
PCR and bidirectional pyrosequencing of amplicons as one
pool in 1/16 region of a 70×75 picotitre plate were performed
at ILRI using GS FLX Titanium chemistry (454 Life Sciences).

Variant calling: putative alleles, artefacts and chimeras

Since errors inherent to pyrosequencing mean that the poten-
tial for some proportion of the reads to be artefactual cannot be
excluded, we subjected the reads passing the standard GS
FLX base-calling criterion to a multilevel artefact filtering
workflow. Foremost, reads that failed the following initial
filtering criteria were considered as putative artefacts and ex-
cluded from further analysis: (i) sequence length of at least
196 bpwhich could allow reads to be assigned to either exon 2
or 3; (ii) presence of complete MID sequences to allow reads
to be disaggregated into the indexed individuals; (iii) absence
of base pair mismatches with the PCR primers sequences; (iv)
reads that could be assigned to either exon 2 or 3 on the basis
of exonic nucleotide sequence alignment to the published ref-
erence sequence, BoLA-3*00101; (v) a minimum phred
scaled quality score value of 20 in more than 95 % of bases;
and (vi) absence of ambiguous bases (‘N’ calls). Whilst the
demultiplexing steps were accomplished using the flexible
barcode and adapter removal tool (FLEXBAR; Dodt et al.
2012), we used the FASTX command line tools, FASTQ/A
Trimmer and FASTQ Quality Filter (http://hannonlab.cshl.
edu/fastx_toolkit), for length trimming and quality filtering,
respectively. Exon sequences were identified by similarity
searches using the NCBI nucleotide BLAST program
(Altschul et al. 1990).

The second set of analyses was intended to evaluate variant
authenticity by detecting chimeric reads and base miscalls
based on intra and inter-amplicon comparisons as described
in Sommer et al. (2013). Briefly, identical reads from each
MID indexed sample were collapsed into variants, using the
FASTQ/A Collapser tool (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_
toolkit), and singletons (variants represented by single reads
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in an amplicon) were discarded. The variants, ordered by
frequency, were aligned using MAFFT version 7.122 using
the L-INS-i option with minor manual adjustments (Katoh and
Standley 2013). The collection of aligned reads from indexed
animals was stored in a SQLite database for downstream anal-
ysis. SQL queries and custom Biopython scripts were written
to classify variants as putative alleles if they comprised the
most frequent cluster and did not match any of the artefact
definitions. The remaining variants were designated as puta-
tive alleles, ‘unclassified’ variants or artefactual sequences
based on inter and intra-animal comparisons and frequency
relative to artefacts within the same amplicon as described
elsewhere (Sommer et al. 2013). Artefacts were excluded
from downstream analysis. Finally, we used a custom
Biopython script to rank, separately for each animal, all the
potential combinations of the exon 2 and exon 3 variants clas-
sified as putative alleles according to their abundance in the
MID demultiplexed reads from an individual. Since the exon
sequences were already known at this step, we relied on partial
identifying sequences to allow the inclusion of MID
demultiplexed reads that were too short to comprise the com-
plete sequences of exons 2 and 3 in this step. We further
evaluated the reliability of the genotypes obtained by
amplicon pyrosequencing by comparing them to partial or
full-length class I MHC cDNA Sanger sequencing datasets
for the three Ankole cattle from the ILRI herd.

Generation of cattle class I cDNA-PCR clone libraries
and Sanger sequencing

We used enzyme Pfu DNA polymerase (Thermo scientific) to
generate an amplicon that spans 632 bp between conserved
sequences in exons 2 and 4 of class IMHC sequences from the
17 Holsteins and 3 Ankole cattle. The inclusion of the three
Ankole samples, already genotyped by pyrosequencing, was
intended to highlight the reliability of the pyrosequencing
reads. We used cDNA templates and the highly conserved
primer pairs, Bov 7 (5′-GGCTACGTGGACGACACG-3′)
and Bov 14 (5′-GAAGGCCTGGTCTCCACAA-3′), for am-
plification as previously described (Birch et al. 2006). For the
three Ankole cattle, full-length class I MHC genes were also
amplified from cDNA as described in Birch et al. (2006). The
amplicons were resolved on 1.2 % ethidium bromide-stained
agarose gels, excised and purified with DNA gel extraction
spin columns (Qiagen). PCR products were sub-cloned into
the pGEM T-Easy vector (Promega) and subsequently trans-
formed into competent JM 109 Escherichia coli cells. From
each animal, 10 positive (blue/white selection) clones were
picked and grown overnight in 5 ml of LB-Medium.
Plasmid DNA was purified according to QlAprep Miniprep
Kit Protocol (QIAGEN) and insert presence confirmed by
EcoRI digestion or by colony screening PCR. Sanger sequenc-
ing of sub-cloned products was undertaken bidirectionally

using T7 and SP6 primers. Reads from each clone, assembled
into unidirectional contigs using CLCgenomics version 8.0.2
(http://www.clcbio.com/products/clc-genomics-workbench/),
were subjected to the same artefact and chimera filter as
described for the Ankole data, but with a modification of the
preprocessing criterion to retain singletons after collapsing if
they were carried by more than one animal. This relaxation in
stringency reflects the differences in throughput between
pyrosequencing and Sanger sequencing.

In silico clustering of cattle class I MHC sequences based
on predicted ligand selectivity

We investigated overlaps, if any, in the predicted ligand selec-
tivities of the Ankole and Holstein class I MHC products
based on NetMHCpan 2.8 predictions and used MHCcluster
2.0 (Thomsen et al. 2013) to generate a specificity heat map
and a functional tree constructed using 100 bootstrap calcula-
tions and 50,000 peptides. The predictions are based on se-
quence features defining the peptide binding grooves of the
class I MHC products.

CD8+ T cell specificities in the peripheral circulation
of T. parva-infected Ankole cattle

We assayed 40 field Ankole serum samples for antibodies to
T. parva by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
using the recombinant polymorphic immunodominant mole-
cule (PIM) as described previously (Katende et al. 1998).
IFN-γ responses generated following stimulation of
PBMCs, as well as CD8+ T cell fractions, from serologically
positive animals with complete sets of overlapping peptides
representing T. parva candidate vaccine antigens were assayed
in an ex vivo enzyme-linked immunospot (ELISpot) assay as
described previously (Steinaa et al. 2012). Briefly, sterile
nitrocellulose-lined 96-well microplates (Millipore, Billerica,
MA, USA) were coated overnight at 4 °C with anti-bovine
IFN-γ antibody (Serotec, Oxford, UK, cat.no.MCA1783) and
blocked with RPMI containing 10 % heat-inactivated FBS for
2 h at 37 °C. The cryopreserved PBMCs were plated out in the
coated wells in triplicate at 2×105 cells/well in 50 μl and an
equal volume of complete sets of overlapping peptide pools
derived from the T. parva vaccine candidate antigens added at
1 μg/ml final concentration (Graham et al. 2006). Negative
(no peptide) control triplicate wells contained culture in sup-
plemented RPMI medium. Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs)
from BV115—an animal with demonstrated reactivity to Tp1,
were used as positive assay control in triplicate wells. The
cells were incubated for 36 h at 37 °C, 5 % CO2. Spots were
visualized by incubation with primary rabbit polyclonal anti-
bovine IFN-γ antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA), secondary AP-conjugated monoclonal anti-rabbit anti-
body (Sigma-Aldrich) and Fast substrate solution (Sigma-
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Aldrich). The results are expressed as the mean spot-forming
units (SFU)/106 PBMCs.

Results

A high throughput assessment of class I MHC diversity
from a population of Ankole cattle

We sequenced normalized, GS FLX adaptor flanked, 410 bp
amplicon libraries that extended exons 2 and 3 of cattle class I
MHC from 17 Ankole cattle on a Roche 454 instrument. A
total of 172,681 reads (over 56 million bases) passed the stan-
dard GS FLX base-calling filters. Majority of the bases that
passed the GS FLX base-calling filters had a quality score
value of more than 20 on the Phred scale, indicating a base
call accuracy of more than 95 % (Supplementary Fig. 1).
Furthermore, the modal sequence length was consistent with
the expected product size (Supplementary Fig. 2).

Reads disaggregated on the basis of unique MID barcodes
and further partitioned into individual exons were used as
input for two sets of filters intended to detect and eliminate
errors known to influence the reliability of pyrosequencing
calls. The initial data quality check was restricted to filtering:
(i) reads bearing mismatches to amplification primers; (ii)
reads with ambiguous bases (‘N’ calls); (iii) reads with intra-
primer sequence lengths shorter than 196 bp; and (iv) reads
containing more than 5 % low quality bases. Candidate vari-
ants that passed these initial filters were preprocessed for ar-
tefact filtering by collapsing identical reads, while maintaining
read counts, and discarding singletons. The artefact filtering
criterion excluded data from reads with bases that could be
associated with chimerism and/or miscalls on the basis of intra
and inter-amplicon comparisons as described in Sommer et al.
(2013). The distribution of read counts over all MID indexed
samples after successive rounds of filtering, normalized to
sum to 1 (divided by the MID demultiplexed read counts)
and partitioned into exons 2 and 3, is shown in Fig. 1.

After removal of PCR and sequencing associated artefacts,
27 putative alleles were obtained from a total of 966 exon 2
and 1642 exon 3 variants across the 17 Ankole samples
(Table 1). The exonic variants classed as ‘putative alleles’,
as well as the ‘unclassified variants’ which were carried by
each of the 17 Ankole animals is shown in Supplementary
Table 1. The latter includes a small number of variants whose
classification as either putative allele or artefacts was incon-
clusive. It should be emphasized that this is a minimum esti-
mate of alleles for these 17 animals and the stringent filtering
process may have resulted in some alleles beingmissed. It also
possible that the primers did not amplify all class I MHC loci
from the Ankole, although they were designed to be as repre-
sentative as possible of MHC diversity in cattle (Birch et al.
2006) and are also conserved in European Bison (Bison

bonasus) (Babik et al. 2012). BLAST searches of the IPD
and NCBI nucleotide databases conducted with the nucleotide
sequences of the 27 unique Ankole class I MHC transcripts
identified only five variants sharing 100 % identity with pub-
lished cattle classical class I MHC sequences. With one ex-
ception, these previously reported sequences have been
assigned to gene 2 and none has been reported in Holstein
cattle. Similarly, two variants matched published non-
classical class I MHC sequences with 100 % nucleotide iden-
tity. In addition to the characterized non-classical class I se-
quences, our analysis identified two putatively novel variants
that share more than 99 % nucleotide identity with the pub-
lished non-classical allele BoLA-NC2*00102 (Table 1).
Furthermore, two of the sequences, BoLA-Ank_12 and
BoLA-Ank_16, share in excess of 98 % nucleotide identity
to BoLA-2*03201N, a null allele suffixed ‘N’ based on IPD
nomenclature conventions to denote that it is transcribed but
contains features that are inconsistent with expression as a
functional protein.

Considerable variation was observed among the remainder
of the sequences with respect to the percent nucleotide identity
to previously described cattle classical MHC I alleles.
Interestingly, with a few exceptions, these putatively novel
classical class I variants share identities with published se-
quences known to be expressed in breeds other than the
Holstein. The diversity per site, excluding variants shown to
share nucleotide identity with non-classical class I alleles, was
p=0.09436(or 9.436 %) ±0.00385. The nucleotide sequences
designated as putatively novel in this study have been submit-
ted to the European nucleotide archive (LN8886781–
LN8886805). In addition to the stepwise variant validation
procedure, a further consideration involved in evaluating the
reliability of the genotypes obtained by pyrosequencing relat-
ed to comparing them to the genotypes obtained by cloning
and Sanger sequencing for the three Ankole cattle from the
ILRI herd. Amongst the partial (632 bp) as well as the full-
length Sanger sequencing datasets, five distinct alleles were
identified, namely BoLA-Ank_04, BoLA-Ank_06, BoLA-
Ank_08, BoLA-Ank_09 and BoLA-Ank_25. These matched
the sequences retained from the amplicon pyrosequencing da-
ta by the cascade of filters used for variant calling.

Holstein class I MHC amplification, plasmid sub-cloning
and Sanger sequencing

We characterized the class I MHC transcript profiles of 17
Holstein cattle by sequencing of plasmid sub-clones contain-
ing a 632-bp amplicon spanning exons 2 to 4 of the class I
MHC alpha chain. After testing for incorporation of the cor-
rect insert by PCR and EcoRI digestion, 10 positive plasmid
sub-clones from each animal were Sanger sequenced using T7
and SP6 primers. We subjected the Sanger sequences to sim-
ilar artefact and chimera filters as described for the Ankole
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data, but retained singletons if they were carried by more than
one animal.

Our analysis indicated the existence of 23 distinct class I
MHC sequences in the Holstein population genotyped in this
study (Table 2). As anticipated, the call set was dominated by
sequences displaying 100 % nucleotide identity to allelic var-
iants present in the definitive cattle MHC repository, the IPD,
available at www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/mhc/bola. The skew in the
distribution of these known gene products over the class I
MHC classical loci, characterized by a prominence for
products of genes 1–3, is consistent with published analyses
(Codner et al. 2012). In the absence of an identical match in
the IPD database, the remaining sequences within the Holstein
class I MHC dataset were conservatively designated as puta-
tively novel if their existence was independently supported by
plasmid sub-clone sequences from at least two animals. Two
variants, working allele names BoLA-Hol_05 and BoLA-
Hol_10 (Table 2), met this criterion. Interestingly, BoLA
Hol_10 exhibited only 93.64 % sequence similarity to any
cattle class I MHC molecule currently in the databases, sug-
gesting that despite the relatively limited diversity within the
Holstein breed and intensive class I MHC sequence
analysis in recent years, the BoLA database is not yet
complete. The two novel Holstein sequences have been
submitted to the European nucleotide archive (LN8886781–
LN8886805).

Departure from neutrality at the class I MHC locus in Bos
taurus cattle

We used neighbor-joining (NJ) trees, calculated separately for
the Ankole and Holstein class IMHC datasets according to the
Jukes and Cantor (JC) algorithm, as the basis for assessing the
relative fits of 56 distinct models of nucleotide substitution.
For each model, likelihood scores were calculated in PAUP
(Swofford 2002) and the best-fit model for each dataset was
selected using the Akaike Information Criterion. We found
evolution of both datasets to be consistent with the model
TVM+I+G, which assumes variation in base frequencies and
transversion rates, as well as presence of invariable sites and
rate heterogeneity among sites.

Likelihood settings from the best fit nucleotide substitution
model were used in a codon-by-codon analysis to determine
the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous evolutionary
changes (dN/dS, ω) across each dataset. Specifically, we made
maximum likelihood inferences of positive selection based on
fitting two sets of codon evolution models and evaluating
model fit using the AIC approach—a function of the loga-
rithm of the likelihood (lnL), and the number of estimated
parameters (K) for each model. The first codon evolution
model set comprised the nearly neutral model (M1) and the
positive selection model (M2). M1 allows for two site classes:
p0, proportion of codons undergoing purifying selection

Fig. 1 Distribution of relative read counts over all MID indexed samples
after successive rounds of filtering generated using ggplot in the R
software. Counts are normalized to the initial number of reads after
MID demultiplexing. Center lines show the medians; box limits indicate

the 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile
range from the 25th and 75th percentiles, outliers are represented by black
dots. n = 17 Ankole cattle
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(0 <ω0 < 1), and p1, proportion of codons undergoing
neutral evolution (ω1 = 1), while M2 extends M1 by ad-
ditionally allowing for p2, proportion of codons under-
going positive selection (ω2 > 1). The second model set
assessed ω based on a β distribution indicated by shape
parameters p and q. We implemented both the null β
model (M7) which allows for 0 <ω0 < 1 and the positive
selection plus β model M8, an extension of M7 to
include a proportion of codons undergoing positive se-
lection (ω1 > 1). The results of the analysis are shown in
Table 3.

For both datasets, M2 provided a better fit than M1
indicating that evolution at the class I MHC genes in
cattle is driven primarily by positive selection.
Independent support for this conclusion came from the
models implementing the β distribution, with M8 pro-
viding better fit to both datasets than M7. Since the p2

parameter for M8 is not substantially different from that
of M2, unless explicitly stated, the positive selection
remarks hereafter refer to estimates obtained under
M2. For the Ankole and Holstein datasets, 9.536 and
6.27 % of the codons carried historical signatures of
positive selection, respectively. Furthermore, ω values
of 7.2843 and 6.5286 for Ankole and Holstein class I
MHC datasets, respectively, were substantially higher
than 1. Similar estimates were obtained with M8
(Table 3). For codons identified as carrying signatures
of positive selection, Bayes Empirical Bayes (BEB)
analysis was used to assess their posterior probability
of falling into this site class. For both datasets, the
positively selected codons, their corresponding posterior
probabilities and their location relative to sites known to
be critical for antigen recognition by cattle class I MHC
(Hansen et al. 2014) are shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1 Sequence diversity present within the second and third exons of class I MHC genes in Ankole cattle

Working allele
name

Read counts IPD BLASTn search GenBank
accession

Breed known
to express allele

Exon 2 Exon 3 Individuals
carrying
allele

Allele name Percent
identity

BoLA-Ank_02 30 23 2 BoLA-2*00501 100 LN886782 Hereford

BoLA-Ank_05 150 54 2 BoLA-2*06001 100 LN886785 Angus cross

BoLA-Ank_06 1550 1199 3 BoLA-2*04701 100 LN886786 Charolais cross

BoLA-Ank_08 133 70 2 BoLA-2*04801 100 LN886787 Charolais cross

BoLA-Ank_015 376 281 2 BoLA-2*05301 100 LN886794 Charolais cross

BoLA-Ank_01 72 37 1 BoLA-1*04901 93.17 LN886781 Charolais cross

BoLA-Ank_19 434 1137 2 BoLA-1*06101 97.06 LN886798 Angus cross

BoLA-Ank_21 315 245 1 BoLA-1*02101 96.57 LN886799 Holstein

BoLA-Ank_03 49 37 1 BoLA-2*04801 94.85 LN886783 Charolais cross

BoLA-Ank_11 2290 2139 3 BoLA-2*06901 99.51 LN886790 Angus cross

BoLA-Ank_12 10 5 1 BoLA-2*03201N 98.28 LN886791 Holstein

BoLA-Ank_13 73 68 1 BoLA-2*07101 94.36 LN886792 Angus cross

BoLA-Ank_16 11 6062 2 BoLA-2*03201N 98.04 LN886795 Holstein

BoLA-Ank_17 3204 3457 2 BoLA-2*04701 98.53 LN886796 Charolais cross

BoLA-Ank_18 939 1007 2 BoLA-2*03001 93.87 LN886797 Boran

BoLA-Ank_27 11 15 2 BoLA-2*01602 94.12 LN886803 Charolais cross

BoLA-Ank_04 2014 1707 2 BoLA-3*05002 98.28 LN886784 Angus cross

BoLA-Ank_09 180 28 2 BoLA-3*01101 97.06 LN886788 Charolais cross

BoLA-Ank_10 80 11 1 BoLA-3*01101 96.32 LN886789 Charolais cross

BoLA-Ank_14 30 25 1 BoLA-3*05001 97.06 LN886793 Charolais cross

BoLA-Ank_26 857 76 2 BoLA-3*00403 95.34 LN886802

BoLA-Ank_23 3024 424 1 BoLA-3*05301 97.3 LN886800 Charolais cross

BoLA-Ank_25 81 78 2 BoLA-6*01501 96.57 LN886801 Holstein

BoLA-Ank_07 83 20 3 BoLA-NC1*00301 100 DQ140370 Holstein

BoLA-Ank_24 111 32 1 BoLA-NC1*00601 100 JN792886 Angus cross

BoLA-Ank_20 760 271 2 BoLA-NC2*00102 99.75 Holstein

BoLA-Ank_22 104 87 1 BoLA-NC2*00102 99.51 Holstein
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Table 2 Exonic sequence diversity present within the Holstein class I MHC genes

Working allele name Allele frequency IPD BLASTn search GenBank
accession

Breed known to
express allele

No. of
plasmid
sub-
clones

Individuals
carrying
allele

Allele name Percent
identity

BoLA-Hol_02 3 1 BoLA-1*00902 100 DQ121149 Charolais cross

BoLA-Hol_19 2 2 BoLA-1*01901 100 DQ140362 Holstein

BoLA-Hol_21 6 1 BoLA-1*02301 100 Y09208 Holstein

BoLA-Hol_07 2 2 BoLA-2*01201 100 DQ304655 Holstein

BoLA-Hol_09 1 1 BoLA-2*01802 100 DQ140361 Holstein

BoLA-Hol_11 4 2 BoLA-2*00802 100 L02835 Holstein

BoLA-Hol_04 19 4 BoLA-3*00201 100 X92870 Holstein

BoLA-Hol_08 3 1 BoLA-3*06601 100 JN792876 Angus cross

BoLA-Hol_14 3 1 BoLA-3*05301 100 DQ121175 Charolais cross

BoLA-Hol_15 3 2 BoLA-3*01701 100 Y09206 Holstein

BoLA-Hol_17 4 2 BoLA-3*00401 100 JN792860.1 Holstein

BoLA-Hol_20 3 1 BoLA-3*01101 100 M24090 Holstein

BoLA-Hol_12 3 1 BoLA-6*01402 100 DQ140358 Holstein

BoLA-Hol_05 5 3 BoLA-2*02201 98.04 LN886804

BoLA-Hol_10 3 2 BoLA-2*00501 93.64 LN886805

BoLA-Hol_06 4 1 BoLA-3*06501 97.56

BoLA-Hol_22 1 1 BoLA-1*01901 99.76

BoLA-Hol_16 4 4 BoLA-NC1*00301 100 DQ140370 Holstein

BoLA-Hol_18 4 3 BoLA-NC1*00501 100 JN792885 Agnus cross

BoLA-Hol_01 3 3 BoLA-NC2*00102 100 DQ140372 Holstein

BoLA-Hol_03 6 5 BoLA-NC3*00101 100 DQ140373 Holstein

BoLA-Hol_23 1 1 BoLA-NC1*00701 98.58

BoLA-Hol_13 1 1 BoLA-NC3*00101 99.27

Table 3 The Akaike information criterion (AIC) evaluation of the goodness of fit for different models of codon evolution

Breed Model fit Estimated ω Site classes β distribution

Model LnL K AIC ω0 ω1 ω2 p0 p1 p2 p q

Ankole M1 −2306.153228 46 4704.306456 0.06109 1 0.72527 0.27473

M2 −2232.131755 48 4560.26351 0.0605 1 7.2843 0.61741 0.28724 0.09536

M7 −2309.319323 46 4710.638646 0.14694 0.32814

M8 −2233.607141 48 4563.214282 7.00833 0.09676 0.14597 0.28104

Holstein M1 −2021.65299 34 4111.30598 0.04266 1 0.67663 0.32337

M2 −1976.487153 36 4024.974306 0.04347 1 6.5286 0.63003 0.30727 0.0627

M7 −2025.182837 34 4118.365674 0.11398 0.22844

M8 −1979.071619 36 4030.143238 5.99023 0.07126 0.10506 0.20035

The three site classes, purifying selection, neutral selection and positive selection, are denoted by ω0, ω1 and ω2, respectively, while p0, p1 and p2 indicate
the proportion of codons belonging to each of the three site categories, respectively. β distribution shape parameters are denoted p and q

LnL maximized log likelihoods, K number of estimated parameters
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In silico analysis of peptide-binding motifs for Ankole
and Holstein class I MHC proteins

Using the sequences described in the current study as
input for in silico analysis, we sought to compare the
predicted peptide binding motifs of the Ankole and
Holstein class I MHC transcripts as well as investigate
the extent to which the motifs overlap. Overlaps in the
NetMHCpan predicted peptide-binding motifs, conveyed
in a specificity heat-map and a functional tree, were
assessed using MHCcluster (Fig. 3). A prominent feature
of the results of these ligand selectivity analyses was the
short specificity distances among the Ankole class I
MHC sequences, indicated by their juxtaposition on the
heat-map. Our results suggest considerable dissimilarity
in the peptide binding preferences between the Ankole
and Holstein class I MHC products, as indicated by the
specificity distances between them on the heat-map. The
differences in the predicted peptide binding preferences
are further depicted as clusters in the functional tree,
while the functional repertoire of Ankole class I MHC
is exemplified by sequence logo representations of pre-
dicted binding motifs (Fig. 4). Based on the height of the
stack of amino acid residues, and as indicated by the

cattle class I MHC allelic variants restricting known T.
parva CD8+ T cell antigens (Hansen et al. 2014), scruti-
ny of the predicted specificity pattern for all the Ankole
sequences revealed that besides the C-terminal residues,
side chains at position 2 had the second highest relative
contribution to peptide binding (Fig. 4). Additional var-
iations were predicted at other motif positions possibly
resulting in additional functional divergence among the
Ankole class I MHC products.

Recognition of T. parva candidate vaccine antigens
in seropositive Ankole cattle

Studies using immune bovine CD8+ T cell lines from
Holstein-Friesian cattle and the Boran breed of
B. indicus to screen expressed parasite cDNA libraries
have identified T. parva candidate vaccine antigens, des-
ignated Tp (Graham et al. 2006). Using these antigens
as stimuli, we assessed their recognition in T. parva
seropositive Ankole cattle by measuring cytokine
(IFN-γ) responses. As a pre-requisite, we first deter-
mined the titers of T. parva-specific antibodies in
Ankole sera by quantitative antibody-detection ELISA
based on the PIM antigen (Katende et al. 1998). The

Fig. 2 Polymorphisms in amino acid sequence of the class I MHC
peptide-binding regions (⍺1 and ⍺2 domains) expressed in Holstein (a)
and Ankole (b) cattle. In the top panel, 1–9 represent the class I MHC
peptide ligand positions numbered from the amino to the carboxyl peptide
termini, and mark the class I MHC residues that comprise the antigen
binding groove (Hansen et al. 2014). Residue columns known to have the

most influence on cattle class I MHC binding specificity (F pocket) are
marked 9, while those with evidence of positive selection as revealed by
Bayes Empirical Bayes analysis are indicated with a plus symbol (+).
Single and double asterisks denote 95 and 99 % posterior probabilities
of falling into the positive selection site class, respectively
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result of this analysis, expressed as a percentage of the
strong positive control serum, hereafter referred to as
percent positivity (PP), is shown in Fig. 5. Eleven of
the 40 Ankole from the field screened were found to be
antibody positive for T. parva.

Detection and enumeration of IFN-γ secreting cells
in the peripheral circulation of T. parva seropositive
Ankole cattle were assessed ex vivo by ELISpot upon
stimulation of PBMCs from the 11 seropositive cattle,
with overlapping peptide pools derived from each of the
defined T. parva candidate vaccine antigens (Graham et
al. 2006). The breadth and magnitude of this cytokine
response for each of the 11 positive animals are shown
in Fig. 6 as SFU per million PBMCs.

The no peptide control mean numbers of IFN-γ SFU per
1.0 ×106 PBMCs were generally markedly less than those
obtained from CD8+ T cell lines (derived from animal
BV115) with known Tp1 antigenic specificity that served as
a positive control for the assay. The PBMCs from animals
Ankole-2 and Ankole-17 were positive in repeat experiments
for peptide pools derived from antigens Tp4 and Tp5, respec-
tively (see Fig. 6). However, when the ex vivo IFN-γ ELISpot
assays were repeated using CD8+ T cell fractions purified
from the PBMCs, the responses from all the Tp antigens were
markedly lower than the BV115 positive control, and none
attained the empirical threshold of three times mean SFU in

Tp stimulated wells (Janetzki et al. 2015) compared to nega-
tive control wells (data not shown).

Discussion

Whilst the expressed bovine class I MHC gene repertoire has
been examined extensively in European taurines in a number
of studies, published analyses of class I MHC transcripts in
African cattle is limited (IPD; www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/mhc/bola).
Consequently, there is still uncertainty as to the likely impacts
of class I MHC diversity on the coverage of T. parva CD8+ T
cell epitope-based vaccines in endemic regions. The current
study utilized cDNA from a population of African taurines
(Ankole) as templates for the amplification of the domains
of the class I MHC heavy chain that interact with antigenic
peptides, in order to provide an initial assessment of the levels
of class I MHC diversity among African taurine cattle. The
amplicon libraries were typed by pyrosequencing using the
Roche 454 GS-FLX chemistry, an approach that has proved
useful in a wide range of situations, notably cataloguing of the
complement of class I MHC transcripts in organisms with
high levels of complexity at the class I MHC locus (O’Leary
et al. 2009).

Whilst the catalogue of Holstein class I MHC transcripts
obtained in the current study was in general agreement with

Fig. 3 Specificity heat-map
visualization of the functional
relationships between Ankole and
Holstein class I MHC transcripts
inferred in MHCcluster. Ankole
alleles are either prefixed ‘ANK’
if they are novel or marked with
an asterisk (*) if they have been
described previously. Similarly,
novel Holstein sequences are
prefixed ‘Hol’, while the previous
described ones are prefixed
‘BoLA’ without the asterisk
marks. Inset is the legend
showing the colour key used to
create the heat-map and the
corresponding MHC specificity
distance value ranges
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published data (www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/mhc/bola), the results of
our evaluation of the Ankole transcripts pointed to minimal
overlap in the ligand selectivity of the class I MHC products
between the two breeds. Foremost, our data suggest a high
level of inter-taurine sequence divergence, with the great ma-
jority of the Ankole class I MHC allelic sequences described

in the present study being designated as putatively novel
(Table 1). Notably, the nucleotide BLAST searches of the
cattle section of the IPD revealed that in general the Ankole
class IMHC allelic variants shared higher nucleotide identities
with sequences that are not known to be expressed in the
extensively studied Holstein breed. In contrast, using the

Fig. 4 Comparisons of predicted peptide-binding motifs for Ankole and
Holstein class I MHC products. TheMHCcluster 2.0 procedure leverages
the predictions generated by NetMHCpan 2.8 to group the class I MHC
molecules into a number of functional clusters. On the MHC functional
distance tree, Ankole class I MHC transcripts are coloured red if they are
novel or marked with an asterisk (*) if they have been described
previously. Novel Holstein sequences are prefixed ‘Hol’, while previous
described ones are prefixed ‘BoLA’ without an asterisk and are all

coloured black. On the representative predicted binding motif sequence
logos, enriched amino acids (AA) are shown on the positive y-axis and
depleted (under-represented) amino acids on the negative y-axis. The
height of the stack of AA residues represents the level of conservation
at a particular position, while the relative residue height denotes its
frequency. Polar AA are depicted in green, basic AA in blue, acidic AA
in red and hydrophobic AA in black

Fig. 5 Sero-prevalence of T. parva in field Ankole cattle. The centre line
shows the medians; box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles as
determined by R software; whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile
range from the 25th and 75th percentiles; the cross represents the

sample mean; the grey bar indicate 95 % confidence intervals of the
mean; data points are plotted as open circles. Results are given as a
percentage of the strong positive control serum (percent positivity, PP).
Threshold PP= 20 and n= 40 Ankole cattle
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Holstein allelic sequences described herein as the query se-
quences, BLASTN similarity searches showed that with few
exceptions, one of which was dramatically distinct in se-
quence, the African Holstein sequences shared 100 % se-
quence similarity to already published cattle class I MHC
sequences (Table 2).

The results of the codon-based statistical tests that we per-
formed separately on the Ankole and Holstein class I MHC
datasets revealed patterns of evolution that markedly exceeded
those predicted by neutrality. Positive selection of amino acid
diversity was evident from the highly contrasting levels of
non-synonymous versus synonymous substitutions and the
list of codons identified as carrying signatures of positive se-
lection included those that code for residues that line the func-
tionally important F pockets. Taken together, the evidence that
the polymorphisms are generated and maintained by positive
selection for amino acid diversity, and the concordance be-
tween the location of positively selected sites and known an-
tigen binding sites are consistent with potential differences in
the spectrum of T. parva epitopes recognized by CD8+ T cells
from the two breeds. This prediction is consistent with the
results of a previous study that demonstrated that only one

of the eight T. parva CD8+ T cell target antigens, designated
Tp2, was recognized by T cells from animals of different
MHC backgrounds (Graham et al. 2008). Similarly, a separate
study utilizing experimental peptide-binding data generated
by PSCPL analysis coupled with a high-throughput peptide–
class I MHC dissociation assay (Harndahl et al. 2009) found
limited evidence for cross binding of known T. parva epitopes
to different MHC genotypes (Hansen et al. 2014). In addition
to the role of class I MHC diversity in the context of recogni-
tion by CD8+ T cells, there is data strongly suggesting that
other selective forces also contribute to diversity of class I
MHC loci in cattle and significant associations have been
demonstrated between MHC haplotypes and production and
fertility traits (Codner et al. 2011).

Despite the marked differences in exonic sequence diver-
sity within the peptide binding regions of class I MHC allelic
sequences expressed in Ankole and Holstein cattle, allelic
polymorphism per se is not necessarily sufficient to infer func-
tional differences. A variety of algorithms have been used for
prediction of peptide binding to class I MHC and a tool called
MHCcluster that functionally clusters MHC molecules based
on their predicted binding specificity proved particularly

Fig. 6 Cellular immune recognition of T. parva vaccine candidate
antigens by seropositive Ankole cattle as determined by an ex vivo
whole PBMC IFN-γ ELISpot assay. Results are expressed as mean
numbers of IFN-γ spot-forming units (SFU) per 1.0 × 106 PBMCs.
Assay functionality controls comprised of (i) the non-specific mitogen
con A; (ii) background (no peptide) medium control; and (iii) CTLs from

BV115—an animal with demonstrated reactivity to Tp1 but not Tp7.
Pooled overlapping peptides that span the full length of the defined
T. parva vaccine candidate antigens were used at a final concentration
of 1 μg/ml in three replicate wells. n= 11 T. parva seropositive Ankole
cattle
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useful when applied to our analysis of Ankole and Holstein
class I sequences. The classification of allelic sequences based
on their predicted specificity distances, as indicated by differ-
ent intensities of the colors in a heat-map (see Fig. 3), resulted
in the juxtaposition of the Ankole alleles, while the Holstein
alleles formed separate functional specificity clusters.
Although a comprehensive definition of cattle class I MHC
‘supertypes’ is beyond the scope of the current study, it may
be reasonable to conclude that the observed differences in the
predicted ligand selectivity might result in differential peptide
recognition by CD8+ T cells from the two breeds.

More directly relevant to ECF vaccine development is the
question of whether the dissimilarities seen in in silico class I
MHC ligand predictions are sustained in ex vivo tests
assaying differential cytokine responses to defined T. parva
antigen between the two taurine lineages. To address this, we
employed pools of peptides derived from T. parva vaccine
candidate antigens selected by immunoscreening of T. parva
cDNA libraries using Holstein and Boran cattle immunized by
ITM with the T. parva Muguga stock (Graham et al. 2008).
These peptides were utilized to stimulate PBMCs and also
purified CD8+ T cells isolated from T. parva seropositive
Ankole cattle and assayed by gamma interferon ELISpot.
Two of the 11 seropositive Ankole cattle were reproducibly
positive for antigens Tp4 and Tp5, respectively. However,
cytokine responses could not be demonstrated using purified
Ankole CD8+ T cells. It seems possible that the Tp4 and Tp5
ELISpot responses may have been the result of CD4+ T cell
responses. Whether polymorphisms within the target antigens
in the Ankole population or the time point of infection in the
field Ankole cattle contributed to the negative outcome of the
IFN-γ ELISpot assay using purified CD8+ T cells remains to
be demonstrated. However, the failure of purified CD8+ T
cells from the Ankole cattle sampled in this study to recognize
antigens previously shown to contain CD8+ T cell epitopes
recognized in the context of other bovine haplotypes is worthy
of further investigation.

Our findings, highlighting inter-taurine differences in class
I MHC diversity and functional capability, are also broadly
consistent with, and extend, findings from studies that exam-
ined recognition of the same T. parva candidate vaccine anti-
gens by CD8+ T cells derived from Zebu (B. indicus) cattle
(Akoolo et al. 2008). With the exception of the Tp2 antigen,
this study showed that the known T. parva CD8+ T cell target
candidate vaccine antigens were not recognized by CD8+ T
cells from any of the animals studied. With respect to Tp2, it
concluded that this T. parva candidate antigen constituted only
a minor CD8+ T cell specificity in the single animal that ap-
peared to be responding and importantly, noted that the target
Tp2 epitope was distinct from those previously identified
using CD8+ T cells derived from B. taurus cattle.

The data that we report herein reveals a surprising degree of
functional divergence within the class I MHC of two different

but relatively closely related taurine lineages and emphasizes
the value of the MHCcluster software tool relative to simple
comparison of sequences. Given these findings, it will be im-
portant to apply similar approaches, more comprehensively to
the Ankole breed and also to a wider range of African cattle
populations. This will contribute to understanding whether
class I ‘supertypes’ can be defined for African cattle and the
number of antigens/epitopes that may need to be incorporated
in a recombinant antigen cocktail vaccine that is effective for
control of ECF in the field.
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